◇ General Rules ◇
We changed the GCR rule in our award rules. Now we don’t need two amateurs' verification so called GCR
but your (applicant's) oath that you have all QSL cards of the contacts listed is a must.
1. JARL awards will be issued to amateur stations and SWLs.
2. Each claim must be accompanied by a QSL Card List furnished with the callsigns of stations worked (heard),
dates, bands and modes of the contacts (receptions) meeting the requirments of the award concerned.
The form of list will be specified, when required, in the rules of each award.
3. Each list must be accompanied by a statement of the applicant himself/herself making an oath that the
QSL cards of the contacts listed are in the possession of the applicant and that the items of the cards
are correctly listed.
4. Fees
Title

Foreign

Awards

16 IRCs / US$(Equivalent to 2,000JPY)

Endorsment
Sticker

AJA / WASA
JCC / JCG

Plaque

WACA / WAGA
HACA / HAGA

8 IRCs / US$(Equivalent to 1,000JPY)

10,000JPY / US$(Equivalent to 10,000JPY)

○ Please contact by e-mail to JARL when you want to transfer from bank.
If you use the payment by bank transfer, you are also requested to pay the bank charge
at the recipient bank along with the award application fee.
○ Please contact by e-mail to JARL when you use the paypal.
JARL AWARD

https://www.jarl.org/English/4_Library/A-4-2_Awards/Award_Main.htm

5. Applicants can request for maximum three of the following four endorsements:
・Bands (All contacts made within the same band): All amateur bands
・Modes (All contacts made in the same mode): CW, AM SSB, FM, SSTV, Digital, ATV, FAX
・Satellites (All contacts made through Amateur Satellite)
・QRP (All contacts made through transmitters with OUTPUT of 5 watts or less)
・QRPp (All contacts made through transmitters with OUTPUT of 0.5 watts or less)
6. Only contacts (receptions) made on and after July 29, 1952 will be acceptable.

7. Only contacts with land stations (including mobile stations on a river or lake) will be acceptable.
Those with maritime and aeronautical stations, however, will be acceptable for the 50MHz-100,
144MHz-100, 430MHz-100, 1200MHz, 2400MHz, 5600MHz, 10GHz, 24GHz, 47GHz, 75GHz and
VU-1000 awards.
8. Only contacts with amateur stations authorized by the administration will be acceptable. Contacts
with the Far East Military Auxiliary Stations in Japan will not be acceptable.
9. All contacts must be made on land (river/lake) within the same Entity.
10. All correspondence should be sent to:
* Note
・ Please note that you don't need to send the QSL cards.
・ eQSL ・・・ If you can print received eQSL, we can accept it.
・ LoTW ・・・ Sorry.You can not use LOTW QSLs.
Japan Amateur Radio League - Award Desk
3-43-1 Minamiotsuka, Toshima, Tokyo 170-8073, JAPAN
award@jarl.org

******************************************************************************************************

All Japan Districts (AJD /SWL-AJD)：
May be claimed for having contacted (heard) and received a QSL card
from an amateur station located in each of the 10 call areas
(1 through 0) of Japan.
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Worked All Japan prefectures Award (WAJA)
Heard All Japan prefectures Award (HAJA)：
May be claimed for having contacted (heard) and received a QSL card
from an amateur station located in each of the 47 prefectures of Japan.
A list of QSL cards should be arranged in order of WAJA (HAJA) reference
number, however names of prefectures may be omitted.

Japan Century Cities (JCC)/(SWL-JCC)： JCC-100 ... 800
May be claimed for having contacted (heard) and received a QSL card from
an amateur station located in each of at least 100 different cities of
Japan. JCC-200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700 and 800 will be issued as
separate awards. A list of QSL cards should be arranged in order of
JCC reference number, however names of city may be omitted.
An additional sticker will be issued at every 50 contacts like
150, 250, 350, 450, 550, 650, 750 cities.
*[Notice]Status change of Tokyo special wards (Ku in Tokyo metropolis)
Effective on April 1, 2010 , each special ward (Ku) in Tokyo
metropolis is counted as a city for JCC and WACA awards, and Tokyo
metropolis (JCC No. 1001) became a deleted city on the same date.
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Japan Century "Guns" (JCG)/(SWL-JCG)： JCG - 100 ... 500
May be claimed for having contacted (heard) and received a QSL card from
an amateur station located in each of at least 100 different "guns" of Japan.
JCG-200, 300, 400 and 500 will be issued as separate awards.
A list of QSL cards should be arranged in order of JCG reference number,
however names of "gun" may be omitted.
An additional sticker will be issued at every 50 contacts
like 150, 250, 350, 450, 550 guns.
WHAT IS "GUN" ?
Japan has, as administrative districts, 47 prefectures, which are
divided into cities, towns and villages.
"Gun" not being an administrative district, is a regional
congregation of towns and villages.
The result is 23 special wards in Tokyo metropolis as new additions
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to the JCC list and one city, Tokyo metropolis, to be a deleted
city on April 1,2010.
Worked All Cities Award (WACA) / Heard All Cities Award (HACA)
May be claimed for having contacted (heard) and received
a QSL card from an amateur station located in each of all
the cities of Japan that are in existance on the day when
the final contact (reception) claimed for the award is made.
A list of QSL cards should be arranged in order of JCC
reference number, however names of city may be omitted.
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*[Notice]Status change of Tokyo special wards (Ku in Tokyo metropolis)
Effective on April 1, 2010 , each special ward (Ku) in Tokyo metropolis is counted as a city for JCC and WACA
awards, and Tokyo metropolis (JCC No. 1001) became a deleted city on the same date.
The result is 23 special wards in Tokyo metropolis as new additions to the JCC list and one city, Tokyo
metropolis, to be a deleted city on April 1,2010.
Worked All Guns Award (WAGA) / Heard All Guns Award (HAGA)
May be claimed for having contacted (heard) and received
a QSL card from an amateur station located in each of all
the "guns" of Japan that are in existance on the day when
the final contact (reception) claimed for the award is made.
A list of QSL cards should be arranged in order of JCG
reference number, however names of "gun" may be omitted.
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Worked All Ku's Award(WAKU)
（We have started the application receipt of this certificate of merit on April 1, 2010. ）
May be claimed for having contacted (heard) and received a QSL card from an amateur station located in each
of all the Ku(=Ward) of Japan that are in existance on the day when the final contact (reception) claimed
for the award is made.
A list of QSL cards should be arranged in order of Ku reference number, however
names of city may be omitted.
* Ku means an administrative unit (=ward) in the government designated cities
in Japan (except the 23 special-ward in Tokyo Metropolitan Government).
For example, Osaka city and Yokohama city, etc. are divided into several Ku's.
You can download the list of Japan's all Kus.
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○Reference https://www.jarl.org/English/4_Library/A-4-2_Awards/Award_Main.htm * JCC/JCG/Ku list

All Japan Award (AJA)
May be claimed for having contacted (heard) with 1,000 different cities,
"Guns" (see JCG rule) and/or "Ku" (*) using at least 2 bands, and received
1,000 QSL cards from contacted station.
Endorsement stickers are issued at the revel of each additional 500
(below 3,000) and each additional 250 (above 3,000).
*Contacts with a some city,"Gun" or "ku" can be counted on each frequency
band.
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So, if you have contacts with a same city on 5 different bands, that would
earn you 5 counts.
* Ku means an administrative unit (=ward) in big cities of Japan. For example, Tokyo-23 wards and Yokohama,
etc. are divided into several Kus. You can download the list of Japan's all Kus.
Reference https://www.jarl.org/English/4_Library/A-4-2_Awards/Award_Main.htm * JCC/JCG/Ku list

Contacts with such big cities which are separated to several Kus should be counted as each Ku's points only.
You cannot count such contacts as cities points. But, contacts with those big cities they don't have been
separeted to Kus yet, shoud be only the city's points. For example, Saitama-city (JCC number:1344) was sapareted
to Nine Kus on April 1, 2003. Your contacts with Saitama-city on and after April 1, 2003 must count as only
Kus points. Your contacts with Saitama-city before April 1, 2003 should be counted as Saitama-city.
Asian DX Award (ADXA) : 30 Asian entities / Asian DX Award Half (ADXA-HALF)：15 Asian entities
May be claimed for having contacted (heard) and received
a QSL card from an amateur station located in each of at
least 30 /15 Asian entities including Japan.
DXCC entities are standard, the Asian ones grouped in the
Asian Entities List. A list of QSL cards should be arranged
in order of the listing of the Asian Entities List.
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10 MHz-100
The 10 MHz-100 Award is available to all amateurs (SWLs) who submit
a list of QSL cards that show two-way communications(contacts) with
the different 100 amateur stations on 10 MHz band.
18 MHz-100
The 18 MHz-100 Award is available to all amateurs (SWLs) who submit
a list of QSL cards that show two-way communications(contacts) with
the different 100 amateur stations on 18 MHz band.
24 MHz-100
The 24 MHz-100 Award is available to all amateurs (SWLs) who submit
a list of QSL cards that show two-way communications(contacts) with
the different 100 amateur stations on 24 MHz band.
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*Special rules:
01:
02:
03:
04:

Applicants must have all QSL cards concerned, but no GCR needed.
A list of QSL cards should be indicated in alphabetical order by prefix followed by suffix.
Contacts may be made from any location.
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The fee is 2,000 yen(16 IRCs) for non-JARL members.

WARC-1000
The WARC-1000 Award is available to all amateurs (SWLs) who submit a list
of QSL cards that show two-way communications(contacts) with the different
1000 amateur stations on one or more WARC bands (10MHz, 18MHz and 24MHz).

*Special rules:
01: Applicants must have all QSL cards concerned, but no GCR needed.
02: A list of QSL cards should be indicated in alphabetical order by
prefix followed by suffix at every band.
03: Contacts may be made from any location.
04: If you contacted the same station on another band, it would be considered that you contacted different
two stations.
05: An additional sticker will be issued at every 1000 contacts.
06: The fee is 2,000 yen(16 IRCs) for non-JARL members. Each additional sticker fee is 1,000 yen(8 IRCs) for
non-JARL members.

50 MHz – 100 / 144MHz-100 / 430MHz-100
May be claimed for having contacted (heard) and
received a QSL card from each of the different
100 stations on 50 MHz/144MHz/430MHz band.
A list of QSL cards should be arranged in
alphbetical order of prefix followed by suffix.
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1200MHz / 2400MHz / 5600MHz / 10GHz / 24GHz / 47GHz / 75GHz - 10
May be claimed for having contacted (heard) and received
a QSL card from each of the different 10 stations on
1200MHz / 2400MHz / 5600MHz / 10GHz / 24GHz / 47GHz / 75GHz band.
For contacts exceeding 10 different stations, 1200MHz / 2400MHz /
5600MHz / 10GHz / 24GHz / 47GHz / 75GHz -50, -100, -200, -300,
-400, -500 will be issued.
A list of QSL cards should be arranged in alphbetical order of
prefix followed by suffix.
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VHF/UHF1,000...10,000 (VU-1000, SWL-VU-1000)
May be claimed for having contacted (heard) and
received a QSL card from each of at least 1,000
different amateur stations on the 50 MHz, 144 MHz
and/or 430 MHz.
For contacts exceeding different stations, VU-2000,
3000 ... will be issued. A list of QSL cards should
be arranged in alphabetical order of prefix followed
by suffix.
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Worked All Squares Award HF (WASA-HF)
May be claimed for having contacted (heard) and received a QSL card from
each of at least 100 different Grid Square Location in the world (First 4 digits)
on the bands 28 MHz and below.
Sticker endorsements each additional 100 Squares are available.
All contact must be made from the same grid square in your country.
Same station may be counted on each band and square.
GCR list must be include Grid square data. No endorsements for band/mode.
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Worked All Squares Award V-U-SHF(WASA-V/U/SHF)
May be claimed for having contacted (heard) and received a QSL card from
each of at least 100 different Grid Square Location in the world
(First 4 digits) on the bands 50 MHz and above.
Sticker endorsements each additional 50 Squares are available.
All contact must be made from the same grid square in your country.
Same station may be counted on each band and square. GCR list must be
include Grid square data. No endorsements for band/mode.
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Heard All Continents Award (HAC)
May be claimed for having heard and received a QSL card from an amateur
station located in each of the 6 continents.
The continental boundaries for IARU's WAC are standard, with a few exceptions
in Asia which are shown in the Asian Countries List.
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JARL stations "J" ：For contacts with 5 amateur stations established by JARL and receives QSL cards.
JARL stations "A" ：For contacts with 20 amateur stations established by JARL and receives QSL cards.
JARL statiosn "R" ：For contacts with 50 amateur stations established by JARL and rceives QSL cards.
JARL stations "L" ：For contacts with 100 amateur stations established by JARL including at least one QSO
with each of 10 call aras in Japan and receives QSL cards.

*Note 1: Examples of JARL Station
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*Note 2:

*
*
*
*

(=stations established by JARL)
JARL HQ station (JA1RL), Regional
station (JA2RL, JA3RL, etc.),
Auxiliary station (JA2YRL, JA3YRL,
etc.), Antarctic station
(8J1RL,8J1RM), Special commemorative
station (8J1HAM, 8J2ITU, etc.), Beacon
station (JA1IGY, JA2IGY, etc.), Museum
station (JA1YAA), any station with 8J or 8N prefix.
If you contacted the same station on diffrent bands or the same station in another year or the
same station on another site, it would be considered that you contacted different stations.
Requirements (See the General Rule in addition to the followings.)
A list of contacts (GCR is not necessary) furnished with the callsigns of stations worked (heard),
dates, bands and modes of the contacts (receptions). Do not send QSL cards. Do not send QSL cards.
No restriction of contact dates and location of stations and conduct
JARL started accepting application on October 1, 1999, and will issue from January 1, 2000.
Applicants can request for maximum three of the following endorsements:
Bands, Modes, QRP, QRPp, Satellite, One day, Same callsign.

Satellite "Fuji" Award "FUJI"
The Amateur Satellite "Fuji" award is available to all amateurs
(SWLs) who submit a list of QSL cards that show two-way
communications (contacts) with the different 10 amateur stations
through the Amateur Satellite "Fuji" (only contacts in CW or SSB
mode).
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JARL Award Master (JAM)
JARL recongnizes radio amateurs as "JARL Award Master" (JAM) to whom
acquired ten or more awards which
JARL issues according to the acquisition number of the JARL awards.
Class and necessary numbers of the
Awards Platinum 100, Gold 50, Silver 25, Bronze 10 Subject awards
You can apply "JAM" collecting many JARL awards including the ones
which have been issued temporally and/or ended the issue already.
(Besides, in any case, you can count separately if the awards have
different endorsements or have different the date of issue.
However, you cannot count the awards which issued by JARL Branch etc.)
*How to apply
You should send a list which covers the name of award, endorsement(s)
if available, the number of issue, the date of issue to the JARL HQ.
Any format is acceptable.
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